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Abstract. For an alphabet A and a morphism h:A*-> A*, the set of words w such that the 
DOL-system (A, h, w) is periodic is shown to be a noncounting, regular language. Use is made of 
the authors' recent investigations of periodic DOL-systems. 
1. Introduction 
A DOL-system S = (A, h, w) consists of a finite nonempty set A, a morphism 
h:A*--> A*, and a word w in A*. Basic results can be found in [8, 9]. For each 
nonnegative integer/, we will denote hi(w) by wi, and in particular, w by w0. The 
DOL-system (A, h, w) is periodic if there exist nonnegative integers i, p, and e, with 
p and e positive, such that wi+p = w~. The index I of S is defined to be the least 
nonnegative integer i for which there exist positive integers p and e such that 
wi+p = wT. The period P of S is the least positive integer p for which there exists a 
positive integer e such that wx+p = w~. The exponent E of S is the least positive 
integer e for which W~+p = w~. Basic properties of periodic DOL-systems are given 
in [4]. In particular, for all j > I, wj+p = w~, and for any n > 0, wj+,p = w~ ~. 
It was shown by the present authors in [4] that the periodicity of D0~systems 
is decidable. The proof uses recent results on ~o-words, the infinite sequences of 
symbols of A, by the authors in [3], by Pansiot [7], and Harju and Linna in [2]. In 
the present paper, the set W = {w in A* I (A, h, w) is periodic} is examined. Use will 
be made of the set V = {v in A* I (A, h, v) is periodic with index 0, and v is primitive 
and contains an infinite symbol}, which was shown to be finite in [4, Proposition 2.2]. 
Showing the regularity of the set W will involve considerations of k-testable 
languages and noncounting languages, as described by McNaughton and Papert in 
[6]. Briefly, a language X of A* is k-testable in the strict sense if there are subsets 
L, I, and R of A* such that, for any w in A* with I wl ~> k, w is in X if and only if 
the prefix of w of length k is in L, the suffix of length k is in R, and every interior 
subword of w of length k is in I. A language X is noncounting if, for some n ~> 0 
and for all x, y, z in A*, xynz is in X if and only if xy"+~z is in X for all i > 0. 
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2. Definitions and fundamental tools 
Let A be a finite set, let A* be the set of all finit¢ strings of elements of A, 
including the empty string which will be denoted by 1, and let A + be the set of 
finite strings excluding 1. For each word (finite string) w of A*, the sets {wi[ i 1> 0} 
and {w~[i > 0} will be denoted by w* and w +, respectively, instead of{w}* and {w} +. 
A word v in A* is primitive if v = x" can hold only if x = v and n = 1. For every 
non-null word w there is a unique primitive word v for which w = v k for some 
positive k: (See [5] for basic properties of primitive words.) The following lemma 
concerning factorization of v k will be used in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.1. Let v be a primitive word, and let qo, q~, . . . ,  q, be words of A*. 
qovt(1)qlvt(2).., vt(")qn with n>~O and t ( i )>0 is in v* if and only if qi is in v* for 
i=0 , . . . ,  n. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, using the key idea that if qvr = v k, then both 
q and r are in v*. This follows easily from basic properties of primitive elements: 
if qvr = v k, then v can be factored as v = xy, where qx = v i and yr = v k-i for some 
i I> O. But this means that x and y are both prefixes and suffixes of v, so that 
v = xy = yx. Since v is primitive, x = 1 or x = v, and thus both q and r are in v*. [] 
Let h be a morphism from A* to A*. AM will denote the set of mortal symbols 
in A with respect o h, that is, 
AM = {a in A[hi(a) = 1 for some i > 0}, 
while AV will consist of the vital (nonmortal) symbols of A. A symbol a is called 
an infinite symbol if{hi(a)[ i >t 0} is an infinite set, and a is said to be finite otherwise. 
The set AV is a union of the set of infinite symbols of ,4, here denoted as AI, and 
the set of finite but vital symbols, denoted by AF. 
In situations where we would have to consider h q for some positive integer q, it 
will be convenient to 'speed up' h, that is, to let h denote the morphism previously 
denoted by h ~. This does not affect he question of which ws in A* generate periodic 
DOL-systems (A, h, w), as is seen in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2, Let h" A* --> A* be a morphism. I f  (,4, h Q, w) is periodic for some positive 
integer Q, then (A, h ~, w) is periodic for every positive integer q. 
Proof. We will first show that the periodicity of (A, h Q, w) for some Q > 0 implies 
the periodicity of (A, h, w), and then that the periodicity of (A, h, w) implies the 
periodicity of (A, h q, w) for all q > 0. 
Assume that for some Q>0,  (A, h Q, w) is periodic with index I, period P, and 
exponent E. Then hQe(hOI(w)) = (hQl(w)) E, which means that (A, h, w) is periodic 
with index <~ QI, period ~< QP, and exponent ~<E. 
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Now assume that (A, h, w) is periodic with index i, period p, and exponent e. 
Then, for any j  >~ i, hP(hJ(w)) = (hi(w)) ~. Also, for each q > 0 and j  ~ i, hqP(hJ(w)) = 
(hi(w)) ~. Thus, given q > O, and letting j=  qi, one obtains h ~ ( h qi ( w ) ) = h qt ( w ) ~. 
This means that (A, h q, w) is periodic with index <~i, period ~<p, and exponent 
~e q. [] 
In this paper we examine the set W= {w in A* [ (A, h, w) is periodic}. If  no infinite 
symbol occurs in w, then the set {hi(w)} is finite, and (A, h, w) is periodic. Thus, 
we need to consider those w which contain an infinite symbol and for which (A, h, w) 
is periodic. For such w, hq(wi)=(wi)  e for some i, q, and e, and for all j>  i, 
hq(wj) = (wj) ~. For each j>~ i, wj = v c for some primitive word v and positive integer 
c, and since hq(v ~) = v ce, hq(v) = v ~. In [4, Proposition 2.2], it is shown that the set 
V = {v in A + ] v is primitive, v contains an infinite symbol, and hq(v) = v ~ for some 
positive q and e} is finite, and its elements can be listed effectively. Thus, for w and 
j as above, each w~ is a power of some primitive element in the finite set V. Let Q 
be the least positive integer such that, for all v in" V, hQ(v) is in v +. 
In order to simplify the exposition in Section 3, we will assume that h has been 
replaced by h Q. Then, for any v in V, h(v)  is in v +. Thus, for any w in W which 
contains an infinite symbol, there is a positive integer i and a primitive element v 
in V such that, for any j~ > i, hi(w) = hJ-i(wt) is in v +. 
3. Results relative to a single fixed primitive word v 
The discussions in this section will be carried out with respect o a fixed primitive 
string v that contains an occurrence of an infinite symbol and for which (A, h, v) 
is periodic with h(v)= v e for some e > 0. It is assumed that the reduction to this 
case, that was given in Section 2, has been made. The symbols p and Pt will always 
be understood to denote proper prefixes of v. Likewise, the symbols s and sl will 
be understood to denote proper suffixes of v. Thos, any of p, Pt, s, st may be the null 
string, but none can ever be v. 
For any suffix s and prefix p we consider the sequence svp, h(svp), h2(svp), . . . .  
Since s is a suffix of v, hi(s) is a suffix of hi(v) = v c where c > 0, and thus hi(s) = siC, 
where si is a suffix of v and j~>0. Likewise for prefix p, hi(p) = vkpt, where Pi is a 
prefix of v. Consequently, ht(svp) is in siv+pt, and the sequence {hi(svp)} yields a 
sequence of suffix-prefix pairs {(st, Pt)] i >I 0}. I f  m is the number of distinct suffix- 
prefix pairs for v, then, for some i and j  with i< j<m+l ,  si=sj and pt=pj,  and 
no new pairs occur after (sj, pj). Consequently, the elements of the set R = 
{(s, p)Ithere is a positive integer q for which hq(svp) is in sv+p} can be effectively 
listed. 
Let Q be the least positive integer for which h°(svp) is in sv+p for every (s, p) 
in R. Speed up by the factor Q, i.e., from this point on let h denote the morphism 
previously denoted by h Q. We now have h(svp) in sv+p for every (s, p) in R. 
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Observe that for each w in A ÷ there can be at most one (s, p) in R for which 
L(A, h, w)n  sv+p is not empty. Since L(A, h, w) is a DOL-language and sv+p is a 
regular language, their intersection is an EOL-language [8, p. 56]. Consequently, it 
is decidable for exactly which, if any, of the (s, p) in R, L(A, h, w) c~ sv÷p is not 
empty [8, pp. 102-3]. Thus, the elements of AI (v )={a in AIIthere is an (s,p) in R 
for which L(A, h, a)c~ sv+p is not empty} can be effectively listed. For each a in 
AI(v), there is an (s, p) in R for which hi(a) is in sv+p for a positive integer i. Let 
j be the least such positive integer, and let f (a )= hi(a). Let p(a) be the proper 
prefix of v and s(a) the proper suffix of v for which f (a )  is in s(a)v+p(a). Observe 
that, for each a in AI(v), the strings f (a) ,  s(a), and p(a) can all be effectively 
listed. Note that h(s(a)v+p(a)) c s(a)v+p(a) and that, in particular, h~(f(a)) is in 
s(a)v÷p(a) for every nonnegative integer i. The following result may now be 
observed. 
Proposition 3.1. The following three conditions on a non-null string w = aoal. . ,  an 
with each a~ in AI(v) are equivalent: 
(1) (A, h, w) is periodic with hr(w) in v + for some r> O, 
(2) f (ao) f (a l ) . . . f (a~)  is in v +, and 
(3) s(ao)= 1, p(an)= 1, and p(a~)s(ai+O= 1 or v for i=O, . . . ,  n -1 .  
Proof 
f (  ao)f( a,) . . . f (  an) = S( ao)vt(°)P( ao)s( al)v t(l) . . . vt(n)p( a,,), 
where t( i )> 0. It may be assumed that the exponent r in Condition (1) equals or 
exceeds the maximum j where f (ai)= hJ(ai), 0<~ i<~n, since if hr(w) is in v +, then 
h~(w) is in v ÷ for any larger k: Then 
h r ( w) = hr ( ao . . . a,,) = S( ao)vr(°)p( ao)s( al)v~(l) . . . vr(")p( an), 
where each r(i)>i t(i). By Lemma 2.1, either of the expressions in (1) or (2) is a 
word of v + if and only if each of s(ao), p(an), and p(ai)s(ai+l) for i = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1 
is in v*. But since the suffixes and prefixes are proper, this will be the case if and 
only if S(ao) = 1, p(a~) = 1, and p(ai)s(ai+l) = 1 or v. Thus, each of (1) and (2) is 
equivalent to (3). [] 
On comparing Condition (3) of Proposition 3.1 with the definition of k-testability 
in the strict sense [6], we conclude that the language 
{w in AI(v)+[ (A, h, w) is periodic and hr(w) is in v + for some r~ >0} 
is 2-testable in the strict sense. 
Example 3.2. Let A = {a, b, c, d} and let h be defined on the elements o f~ by 
a-~ ab, b ~ ca, c-* bc, d-~ b. 
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Then v = abc is primitive and h(v)  = v 2. R consists of all possible suffix-prefix pairs 
(s, p), and h2(svp) is in sv+p for every (s, p). After speeding up by a factor of 2, 
we consider h to be defined by 
a --> abca, b --> bcab, c --> cabc, d --> ca, 
with h(v)  = v 4 and h(svp) in sv+p for every (s, p). 
AI(v) = {a, b, c, d}= A; 
f (a )  = h(a)  = va, f (b )  = h=(b) = bcv4ab, f ( c )  = h(c) = cv, 
f (  d) = h2( d) = cv2a. 
By Proposition 3.1, if w is in AI ÷ and (A, h, w) is periodic with h ' (w)  in v ÷, then 
w must begin with a and end with c; a must be followed by b; b may be followed 
by c or d; c may be followed by a; and d must be followed by b. Thus, w is in 
(ab(db)*c)  +. 
For each a in AF there is a least nonnegative integer j (a )  for which there is a 
positive integer q such that hi+q(a) = hi(a) for all i >-j(a). Let Q be the least positive 
integer for which h j¢')+°= hJ('°(a) holds for every a in AF. Speed up by Q, i.e., 
from this point on let h denote the morphism previously denoted by h °. We now 
have h(hJ¢")(a)) = hJ(")(a) for all a in AF. Extend the domain AI(v) o f f  to include 
AF* by defining, for each a in AF, f (a )  = h~<a)(a), and for each word s = a la2 . . ,  a, 
in AF*, f (a~a2. . ,  a,) =f (a l ) f (a2) . . . f (a , ) .  Note that we have, for each s in AF*, 
h( f ( s ) )  =f(s ) .  The following may now be observed. 
Proposition 3.3. Let k be the number o f  occurrences o f  vital symbols in v and let 
w = aoa~ . . .  a, be a non-null string with each ai in AI(v)  u AF. Thefirst two conditions 
below are equivalent, and i f  n > lq the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (A, h, w) is periodic with hr(w) in v + for  some r> O, 
(2) f (ao) f (a l ) . . . f (a , , )  is in v +, and 
(3) f ( ao) f ( al) . . . f ( ak) is in v + p for  some proper prefix p of  v, f ( a i ) f  ( ai+l) . . . f ( ai+k) 
is in sv+p for  some proper sufftx s and prefix p o f  v ( l<~i<<-n-k -1 ) ,  and 
f (a , -k ) . . . f (a , )  is in sv + for  some proper suffix s o f  v. 
Proof. w can be expressed as coblclb2.. ,  bmcm, where m I>0, ci is a word of AF*, 
and bi is a symbol of AI(v). 
f (  ao)f( a l ) f (  a2) . . . f (  a,,) = f (  co)f( b l ) f (  cl) . . . f (  bm)f( Cm) 
= f (  co)s,v't ' )pl f(  cl)s2v'(=)p2 . . . f (  c,,,). 
For r sufficiently large, hr(w) has a similar representation, differing only in the 
exponents of v: 
h r ( w ) = f (  co)sl vr(1)pd'( cOs2v'(2)p2 . . . f (  c,,,). 
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By Lemma 2.1, either expression is in v + if and only iff(co)S~ is in v*, pif(ci)si+~ 
is in v* for i = 1 , . . . ,  m - 1, and p,,,f(Cm) is in v*. ThUS, (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Now, assume that n > k. Clearly, (2) implies (3). It remains to show that if (3) 
holds, then f(ao)f(a~)...f(a,,) is in v +. In this paragraph, j will denote any integer 
between 0 and m-  1. In order to show that f (ao) . . . f (a , )  is in v +, it is sufficient 
to show that the words f(Co)S~, pjf(cj)sj+~, and pmf(C,,,) are in v*. These words are 
subwords of f(co)f(b~), f(bj)f(q)f(bj+~), and f(  bm)f( c,,,), respectively. Since each 
of the words cobb bjcjbj+~, and b,,,Cm has length <~k+ 1, we see that f(co)f(b~) is a 
prefix o f f (ao) . . . f (ak ) ,  f(b~)f(cj)f(bj+,) is a subword o f f (a i ) . . . f (a i+k)  for some 
i, and f (  b,,,)f( c,,,) is a suffix off(a,,_k). . . f(a,).  In each of these cases, Condition 
(3) and Lemma 2.1 give the desired result. For example, consider f (  a~). . ,  f (  ai+ k) = 
svCp. Let p' be a prefix of v such that p's = v, and s' be a suffix such that ps'= v. 
Then p'f(a~) ...f(ai+k)S' is in v*, and Lemma 2.1 applies. Since 
f(  b )f( cj)f( bj+,) = sjv' 'pjf( cj)sj+iv' J+')pj+l 
is a subword, pjf(cj)$j+l must  be in v*. [] 
On comparing Condition (3) of Proposition 3.3 with the definition of k-testability 
in the strict sense, we conclude that the language 
{w in (AI(v) u AF)+[ (A, h, w) is periodic and h'(w) 
is in v + for some r ~< 0} 
is (k+ D-testable in the strict sense, where k is the number of occurrences of vital 
symbols in v. For words W=aoa~... a,, with Iw[<~k, f(ao).. . f(a,,) is tested for 
membership in v +. For words w with ]wl > k, subwords of length k+ 1 are tested as 
in Condition (3). Note that k of Proposition 3.3 is not the minimal k such that the 
language is (k + 1)-testable in the strict sense. Examination of the proof shows that 
k can be taken to be 
1 +max{lul I u is in AF* and u is a subword of  v2}. 
Example 3.4. Let A = {a, b, c, d, e}, and let h be defined by 
a --> adeb,  b -> ca, c ~ bdec, d -> d, e + e. 
The word v = adebdec  is primitive and generates a periodic DOL-system. A I (v )= 
{a, b, c}; f ( a ) = va, f ( b ) = ( bdec ) v 4 ( adeb ), and f ( c ) = co. 
{w in (AI(v) u AF)+I h'(w) is in v + for some r > 0} 
is seen to be v +, and is 4-testable in the strict sense, but not 3-testable in the strict 
sense. (Testing 3-element subwords is not adequate to show that the word adebdebdec  
is not in v+.) 
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4. The initial strings that yield periodicity 
We consider the full finite list of primitive strings v in A ÷ which contain an infinite 
symbol and for which hq(v) = v e for some positive q and e. By uniting the languages 
described in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the final language W we seek. We 
describe W using the idea of a shuffle of two languages: if L~ and L2 are languages, 
then [1, p. 175] 
Shuttte(L~, L2) = {x~y~... x,y,,I n >t 1, x~. . .  x,  is in L~, y~. . .  y, is in L2}. 
The following result summarizes our knowledge of this language. 
Theorem 4.1. Let h:A*--> A* be a morphism, and let AM, AV, AI, and AF be the 
subsets of A consisting of the symbols that are mortal, vital, infinite, and finite but 
vital, respectively, with respect o h. Let V = { v in A*I v is primitive, an infinite symbol 
occurs in v, and hq(v) = v* for some positive q and e}. Then we have the following 
statements: 
(1) The language {w in AI + ] (A, h, w) is periodic} is the union of a finite number 
of languages each of which is 2-testable in the strict sense. 
(2) Let K be the least positive integer for which there are no more than K occurrences 
of vital symbols in any of the strings in V; then the language U = {w in AV+I (A, h, w) 
is periodic} is the union of a finite number of languages, each of which is ( K + 1)-testable 
in the strict sense. 
(3) The language W = {w in A*I(A , h, w) is periodic} is the union of AM* with 
the shuffle of U and AM*. W is therefore a noncounting regular language. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and the finiteness of V [4], we may assume the speed up of 
h that was described in Section 2. Then, for every w such that (A, h, w) is periodic 
and w contains an infinite symbol, there is an r > 0 and a v in the finite set V such 
that hi(w) is in v ÷ for all j~> r. Statement (1) then follows from Proposition 3.1. 
For (2), first observe that AF + is (K + 1)-testable in the strict sense. As observed 
in Section 2, any word in AF + generates a finite (hence periodic) DOL-system. Thus, 
if w is in U={w in AV+I(A,h, w) is periodic}, either w is in AF +, or w contains 
an infinite symbol and then is in one of a finite number of sets as described in 
Proposition 3.3. 
Finally, any w in A* can be expressed as moa~mla2.., a ,m,, with n >10, and, for 
i - 0 , . . . ,  n, mi in AM* and ai in AV. Let w' denote al . . .  a, ,  the result of replacing 
each mortal symbol in w by 1. (If n = 0, then w'= 1.) There is a q > 0 such that 
hq(m) = 1 for every m in AM (for example, q = IAI). For such a q, hq(w) = hq(w'); 
thus, (A, h, w) is periodic if and only if (A, h, w') is periodic. By (2), since w' is in 
AV*, (A, h, w') is periodic if and only if w'= 1 or w' is in U. Thus, 
W = {w in A* I (A, h, w) is periodic} 
=AM*u{moatmla2.. .  a, mnl n >>- 1, moral.., m, is inAM*,  
and a la2 . . ,  a,  is in U}, 
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that is, the union of AM* and the shuffle of U and AM*. Since U is a finite union 
of languages which are (K + 1)-testable in the strict sense, U is a noncounting 
regular language [6, pp. 17-19]. Thus, W is as well: W is regular, and the noncounting 
condition for W follows from the noncounting condition for U since an expression 
of the form xyiz is in Wi f  and only i fx ' (y ' ) i z  ' is in Uu{1}. [] 
Example 4.2. Let A = {a, b, c, d, x} where h is defined on A by 
a ~ xc, b--.> dc, c..-> ab, d-..> d, x--> l. 
Then AI = {a, b, c}, AF= {d}, and AM = {x}. The primitive words which generate 
infinite periodic DOL-systems with index 1 are abd, dab, xcdcd, and dxcdc. There 
are no words in AI + which generate periodic systems. 
U = {w in (AI w AF)+ I (A, h, w) is periodic} 
= (ab*d)+u (dab*)+w (cd)+u (dc)+u d +. 
W is the union of x* and the shuffle of U with x*. Therefore, 
W = x* u (x*ax*b*x*dx*)  +u (x*dx*ax*b*x*)  +u (x*cx*dx*)  + 
u (x*dx*cx*)  + u x*d+x *. 
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